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Piezoelectric composites have been increasingly used in recent
years motivated by their wide applications in smart materials
and structures like sensors or ultrasonic imaging (He and Lim,
2003). As monolithic piezoelectric materials suffers from several
drawbacks, they have been most often replaced by piezoelectric
composites which combine the superior electroelastic properties
of ceramics materials with the toughness and ﬂexibility of a poly-
mer matrix (Xiao and Bai, 1999).
A new concept of hybrid ﬁber constituted of a core ﬁber coated
with a high performance piezoelectric materials has appeared re-
cently (Beckert et al., 2001). Alternatively, recentworks have shown
improvements of electroelastic properties by introduction of boro-
silicate glass content in Lead–Zirconate–Titanate (PZT) ceramic in
Torah et al. (2004) and BBC glass inWang et al. (2001). Piezoelectric
three-phase composites may provide material properties largely
superior to conventional well-known two-phase piezoelectric com-
posites (Fox et al., 1997; Park et al., 1999; Shiah et al., 2006).
Consequently, it would be valuable to analyze the inﬂuence of
the coating layer on the effective electromechanical behavior of
piezoelectric composites. Equivalent electromechanical behavior
of new hybrid piezoelectric composites and inﬂuence of the shape
and thickness layer on the effective properties of piezoelectric
ceramics would be conveniently analyzed by a model focused on
coated inclusions embedded in a matrix.ll rights reserved.As the intrinsic electromechanical coupling of piezoelectric
materials complicates the mathematical formulation, few attempts
have been conducted nowadays to predict the effective properties
of composites with coated reinforcements. Beckert et al. (2001)
determined the effective electromechanical parameters of piezo-
electric reinforced composite based on a PZT-material with glassy
core embedded in a polymeric matrix. Comparisons between ﬁnite
element approach (FEA), effective ﬁeld method and homogeneous
ﬁeld approximation were conducted for a description of glassy
ﬁbers and the polymeric medium by only the Young modulus
and the Poisson ratio. Under the assumption of the contribution
of only three material characteristics (one of each mechanical, elec-
tromechanical, and dielectric constants), Jiang and Cheung (2001)
and Sudak (2003) analyzed the inﬂuence of the relative thickness
of the coating on the strain and stress electrics in the cylindrical
inclusion problem. By using the same three behavior constants,
Shen et al. (2005) determined the electric and displacement ﬁelds
for each layer of a confocally multicoated piezoelectric elliptical
inclusion. All the existing models quoted above treated this prob-
lem only in particular situations: isotropic behavior, much reduced
mechanical and electric constants (ﬁve constants) and spherical
inclusions or cylindrical assemblies.
This work is devoted to the determination of the effective elec-
troelastic behavior of a piezoelectric composite with coated rein-
forcements in the general case of anisotropic behavior. The thinly
coated inclusion is described by two non-homothetic concentric
ellipsoidal inclusions. The concept of the interfacial operators ini-
tially developed by Hill (1983) in elasticity is widened in electro-
elasticity by the formulation of four electroelastic interfacial
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technique and the electroelastic interfacial operators, this study
establishes a new integral equation taking into account the pres-
ence of the coating situated between the inclusion and the matrix.
This approach has already proved to be effective in the particular
cases of elastic and thermoelastic composites (see Cherkaoui
et al., 1994, 1995, 1996a,b, respectively). The formulation of the
integral equation and the solution of the piezoelectric coated inclu-
sion problem are presented in the second section. In the third sec-
tion, the stress and electric ﬁelds are compared with the results
obtained by Jiang and Cheung (2001), Jiang et al. (2001) and Sudak
(2003) in the particular case of a piezoelectric coated inclusion
embedded in a matrix. In the following fourth section, the effective
electroelastic moduli of piezoelectric composites are expressed by
a Mori–Tanaka’s (1973) model and the corresponding applications
for glass inclusion coated with PZT embedded in epoxy matrix.
Connections with the double-inclusion model developed by Hori
and Nemat-Nasser (1993) and applied by Li (2000) for magneto-
electroelastic composites are proposed in the particular problem
of piezoelectric materials.
2. Micromechanical approach of the piezoelectric coated
inclusion problem
The topology of the piezoelectric coated inclusion problem
drawn in Fig. 1 is described by an inclusion of volume VI sur-
rounded by a thin coating of volume Vc. The coating is bounded
at its outer boundary to a surrounding homogeneous material (ma-
trix). Each phase is described by electroelastic properties including
the elastic moduli C, the dielectric constants j, and the piezoelec-
tric constants e describing the coupling effects between electric
and mechanical constraints. In our analysis, the constituents are
linear electroelastic. The boundaries are assumed perfectly bonded.
2.1. Fundamental equations
For stationary behavior in the absence of free electric charge or
body forces, the equations of linear piezoelectricity consist of the
constitutive equations, the divergence equations (elastic equilib-
rium and Gauss’ Law), and the gradient equations (strain–displace-
ment and electric ﬁeld–potential relations). The coupled
relationships between the electric and mechanical variables are gi-
ven by the system:( )0 0, Eε
Matrix   ( )0 0 0, ,C eκ
Coating    ( ), ,c c cC eκ
Inclusion  ( ), ,I I IC eκ
IV
cV
Fig. 1. Topology of the piezoelectric coated inclusion problem.rij ¼ Cijmnemn  enijEn; Di ¼ eimnemn þ jinEn ð1Þ
rij;i ¼ 0; Di;i ¼ 0 ð2Þ
emn ¼ 12 ðum;n þ un;mÞ; En ¼ U;n ð3Þ
rij, emn, and un are the elastic stress, strain, and displacement. En, Di,
and U are the electric ﬁeld, displacement, and potential. Cijmn, ejmn,
En, and jin are the elastic stiffness tensor (measured in a constant
electric ﬁeld), the piezoelectric tensor, and the dielectric tensor
(measured at a constant strain).
For the sake of simpliﬁcation, the equations are rewritten with
the notation introduced by Barnett and Lothe (1975). This notation
is identical to the conventional subscripts notation with the excep-
tion that lower case subscripts take on the range 1–3, while capital
subscripts take on the range 1–4 and repeated capital subscripts
are summed over 1–4. With this notation, the ﬁeld variables are
simpliﬁed as displacement–electric potential U, strain-electric Z,
and stress-electric R ﬁelds:
UM ¼
um
U

; ZMn¼
emn
En

; ZMn¼UM;n; RnM ¼
rnm M¼1;2;3
Dn M¼4

ð4Þ
The electroelastic moduli are expressed as:
LiJMn ¼
Cijmn J ¼ 1;2;3; M ¼ 1;2;3
enij J ¼ 1;2;3; M ¼ 4
eimn J ¼ 4; M ¼ 1;2;3
jin J ¼ 4; M ¼ 4
8>><
>>:
ð5Þ
The symmetry properties of LiJMn are induced from those of Cijmn,
enij, and jin. The coupled electroelastic behavior can be rewritten
into the single shorthand equation:
RiJ ¼ LiJMnZMn ð6Þ
Introducing this equation in shorthand notations of (2) and (4), we
obtain the equilibrium equations for the displacement–electric
potential ﬁeld U for given boundary conditions:
ðLiJMnUM;nÞ;i ¼ 0 ð7Þ2.2. Integral equation
The problem consists of ﬁnding UM, ZMn, and RiJ at an arbitrary
point r(x1, x2, x3) when the piezoelectric material is loaded by
homogeneous boundary conditions U0M ¼ Z0Mnxn; where Z0Mn is a uni-
form strain-electric ﬁeld.
Using de Green’s functions technique, we transform the
differential equation (7) into an integral equation linking the
strain-electric ﬁeld ZMnwith the tensor Z
0
Mn (Fakri et al., 2003):
ZKlðrÞ ¼ Z0Kl 
Z
V 0
CiJKlðr  r0ÞdLiJMnðr0ÞZMnðr0ÞdV 0 ð8Þ
where V is the volume of the inﬁnite medium. The electroelastic
modiﬁed Green’s tensor of the reference medium L0 is denoted
C(r  r0) whose components may be related to those of Green’s dis-
placement electric potential GJK(r  r0) by:
CiJKlðr  r0Þ ¼ GJK;ilðr  r0Þ ð9Þ
dL(r) is the ﬂuctuating part due to the inhomogeneous coated inclu-
sion. The local electroelastic tensor L(r) can be splitted into a uni-
form part L0 corresponding to electroelastic moduli of the inﬁnite
homogeneous medium and the heterogeneous part dL(r):
LðrÞ ¼ L0 þ dLðrÞ ð10Þ
The inclusion and the thin surrounding coating are characterized by
their electroelastic moduli LI and Lc of volume VI and Vc, respectively
(Fig. 1). Consequently, dL(r) is expressed as:
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where DLI = LI  L0 and DLc = Lc  L0.
hI(r) and hc(r) are the Heaviside step functions deﬁned by:
hIðrÞ¼ 1 if r 2VI
0 if r RVI

; h2ðrÞ¼ 1 if r2V2
0 if r RV2

; hcðrÞ¼ h2ðrÞhIðrÞ
ð12Þ
In this case, V2 denotes the volume of the composite inclusion
(V2 = VI [ Vc).
Substituting (11) in (8) and using the properties (12) of hI(r) and
hc(r), we obtain:
ZKlðrÞ ¼ Z0Kl 
Z
V 0I
CiJKlðr  r0ÞDLIiJMnZMnðr0ÞdV 0

Z
V 0c
CiJKlðr  r0ÞDLciJMnZMnðr0ÞdV 0 ð13Þ
The strain-electric ﬁeld Z(r) remains complicated to evaluate. How-
ever, as L(r) is quite uniform by pieces, averaged values of the
strain-electric ﬁeld of each phase may be considered under the clas-
sical homogenization scheme. Consequently, the averaged ﬁelds
ZI; Zc , and Z2 in the inclusion, the coating and the composite inclu-
sion, respectively, are introduced:
ZIMn ¼
1
VI
Z
VI
ZMnðrÞdV ; ZcMn ¼
1
Vc
Z
Vc
ZMnðrÞdV ;
Z2Mn ¼
1
V2
Z
V2
ZMnðrÞdV ð14Þ
The strain-electric ﬁeld Z2 over the composite inclusion is issued
from averaging of (13):
Z2Kl ¼Z0Kl 
1
V2
Z
V2
Z
V 0I
CiJKlðr  r0ÞDLIiJMnZMnðr0ÞdV 0dV
 1
V2
Z
V2
Z
V 0c
CiJKlðr  r0ÞDLciJMnZMnðr0ÞdV 0dV ð15Þ
According to Wang (1992) and Dunn and Taya (1993) concerning
the uniformity of the tensor
R
V2
CiJKlðr  r0ÞdV for an ellipsoidal
inclusion, we write:Z
V2
CiJKlðr  r0ÞdV ¼ T2iJKlðL0Þ if r0 2 V2 ð16Þ
T2(L0) represents four Eshelby’s electroelastic tensors (Eshelby,
1957). As a consequence, the strain-electric ﬁeld Z2 is issued from
the equation:
Z2Kl ¼Z0Kl 
1
V2
T2iJKlðL0ÞDLIiJMn
Z
V 0I
ZMnðr0ÞdV 0
 1
V2
T2iJKlðL0ÞDLciJMn
Z
V 0c
ZMnðr0ÞdV 0 ð17Þ
By considering (14), we obtain:
Z2Kl ¼ Z0Kl 
VI
V2
T2iJKlðL0ÞDLIiJMnZIMn 
Vc
V2
T2iJKlðL0ÞDLciJMnZcMn ð18Þ
which may be simpliﬁed as: Z2Kl ¼ VIV2 ZIKl þ
Vc
V2
ZcKl, leading to:
VI
V2
IKlMn þ T2iJKlðL0ÞDLIiJMn
 
ZIMn
þ Vc
V2
IKlMn þ T2iJKlðL0ÞDLciJMn
 
ZcMn ¼ Z0Kl ð19Þ
where IKlMn is the shorthand notation for the fourth order and sec-
ond order identity tensors (Dunn and Taya, 1993):IKlMn ¼
ðdkmdln þ dkndlmÞ=2 K ¼ 1;2;3; M ¼ 1;2;3
0 K ¼ 4; M ¼ 1;2;3
0 K ¼ 1;2;3; M ¼ 4
dnl K ¼ 4; M ¼ 4
8>><
>>:
ð20Þ
The remaining unknowns are then ZI and Zc which have to be re-
lated by an additional equation introduced in the following section
with use of electroelastic interfacial operators.
2.3. Electroelastic interfacial operators
We consider an interface between two homogeneous electro-
elastic medium made of two different phases whose electroelastic
moduli are denoted by L+ and L. In the context of continuum
mechanics, the interface is modeled by a mathematical surface
across which material properties change discontinuously. As dis-
cussed by Hill (1983), the stress and strain are discontinuous
across the interface and their jumps are related by the interfacial
operators. This concept is widened in this work to the case of an
electroelastic behavior. Under perfect bonding hypothesis, the con-
tinuity of the displacement–electric potential, the interfacial ten-
sion and the electric displacement across the interface are
expressed:
½UM ¼ UþM  UM ¼ 0 ð21Þ
½RiJ NJ ¼ RþiJ  RiJ
 
NJ ¼ 0 ð22Þ
where a normal unit vector NJ is given by:
NJ ¼
nj J ¼ 1;2;3
1 J ¼ 4

ð23Þ
with ni the outward unit normal of the interface.
At an arbitrary point r(xi) of the interface, the compatibility con-
ditions dui = ui, jdxj and dU =U, jdxj added to the continuity of dis-
placement and potential along the boundary impose the
relations: [ui, j]dxj = 0 and [U, j]dxj = 0. Since njdxj = 0, the displace-
ment and potential gradient is proportional to the unit normal
[ui, j] = kinj and [U,j] = k nj where ki and k are the proportionality
vector and scalar.
The strain-electric displacement jump is expressed as:
½ZMn ¼ kMNN ð24Þ
where the magnitude of the jump kM is deﬁned by:
kM ¼
km M ¼ 1;2;3
k M ¼ 4

ð25Þ
The continuity condition (22) induces LþiJMnZ
þ
Mn  LiJMnZMn
 
NJ ¼ 0
which is equivalent to LþiJMn½ZMnNJ ¼ DLþiJMnZMnNJ where
DLþiJMn ¼ LþiJMn  LiJMn
 
. By introducing the Christoffel’s matrix KiM
( = + or -) deﬁned by:
KiM ¼ LiJMnNJNN ð26Þ
the magnitude of the jump kM is given by:
kM ¼ KþiM
1
DLþiJRsZ

RsNJ ¼ KiM1DLþiJRsZþRsNJ ð27Þ
The strain-electric jump is evaluated in terms of the strain-electric
ﬁeld on both sides of the interface via a pair of equivalent formulae
expressed as:
ZþMn  ZMn ¼ PþiJMnðLþ;NÞDLþiJRsZRs
ZþMn  ZMn ¼ PiJMnðL;NÞDLþiJRsZþRs
ð28Þ
P*( = + or ) is the electroelastic interfacial operator deﬁned by:
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1
4
KiM
1NJNN þKjM1NINN þKiN1NJNM þKjN1NINM
 
ð29Þ
Under the speciﬁed coated inclusion problem, the phase () is the
inclusion surrounded by the coating of phase (+). Thus, with the
help of expressions (28) we can link ZI(r) inside the inclusion to
Zc(r+) inside the coating in the neighborhood of the interface:
ZcMnðrþÞ ¼ ZIMnðrÞ þ PciJMnðLc;NÞDLIciJRsZIRsðrÞ ð30Þ
2.4. Average strain-electric ﬁeld inside the inclusion and the coating
On the basis of Eq. (19) and using the expression (30), we pro-
pose in this paragraph to establish the localization formulae be-
tween the average strain-electric ﬁeld in each phase and the
macroscopic strain-electric ﬁeld Z0. Firstly, we replace in Eq. (30)
the strain-electric ﬁeld ZI(r) by its average value ZI over the
inclusion:
ZcMnðrþÞ ¼ ZIMn þ PciJMnðLc;NÞDLIciJRsZIRs ð31Þ
Under the thin coating assumption, the mean value of the strain-
electric ﬁeld in the coating is obtained by considering that Zc(r+) de-
pends only on the boundary’s normal of VI, which leads to:
ZcMn ¼
1
Vc
Z
Vc
ZcMnðrÞdV ¼ ZIMn þ
1
Vc
Z
Vc
PciJMnðLc;NÞdV DLIciJRsZIRs ð32Þ
With the deﬁnition of the tensor Tc(Lc) given by:
TciJMnðLcÞ ¼
1
Vc
Z
Vc
PciJMnðLc;NÞdV ð33Þ
the following system of equations is obtained from (19), (32), and
(33):
VI
V2
IKlMnþT2rSKlðL0ÞDLIrSMn
 
ZIMnþ VcV2 IKlMnþT
2
rSKlðL0ÞDLcrSMn
 
ZcMn¼ Z0Kl
ZcKl¼ ZIKlþTcrSKlðLcÞDLIcrSMnZIMn
8<
:
ð34Þ
Based on the system (34), the problem of localization for the piezo-
electric coated inclusion is solved supplying the strain-electric
ﬁelds within the inclusion and the coating as function of the macro-
scopic uniform strain-electric ﬁeld. As shown in the preceding anal-
ysis, this problem has been treated in the general case of anisotropic
materials and ellipsoidal coated inclusion with non-homothetic
topology. The resolution requires the knowledge of tensors T2 and
Tc. The tensor Tc is given by (see Appendix):
TciJKlðLcÞ ¼ TIiJKlðLcÞ 
VI
Vc
T2iJKlðLcÞ  TIiJKlðLcÞ
 
ð35Þ
where TI and T2 are related, respectively, to the inclusion VI and the
composite inclusion V2. In the case of ellipsoidal inclusions and of
anisotropic tensors L0, TI, and T2 are obtained via a numeric method
using the Fourier transformation of the Green’s tensor (Fakri et al.,
2003).
In order to check the relevance of the obtained results, the solu-
tion of the problem of piezoelectric coated inclusion is compared to
the exact solutions supplied by Jiang and Cheung (2001) for cylin-
drical inclusion and by Sudak (2003) for elliptic inclusion. Connec-
tions with the double-inclusion model developed by Hori and
Nemat-Nasser (1993) are proposed.3. Comparison of the solution of the piezoelectric coated
inclusion problem with other models for various inclusion
morphologies
The solution of the piezoelectric coated inclusion problem was
developed in the general case of ellipsoidal inclusion and of aniso-
tropic media. The proposed micromechanical model is simpliﬁed
for an electroelastic behavior described by only three characteris-
tics mechanical, electromechanical and dielectric constant denoted
C44, e15, and j11. The basic formulation is easily expressed in closed
form expressions and compared to the expressions given by Jiang
and Cheung (2001) for the cylindrical case and to the Laurent’s ser-
ies approximations given by Sudak (2003) for the elliptic inclusion
case. Both of these results are compared to the solution given by
the double-inclusion model (Hori and Nemat-Nasser (1993) ap-
plied to piezoelectric composites (Li, 2000).
3.1. Simpliﬁed formulation of coated inclusion problem
The three-phase piezoelectric medium can be described by
coated cylindrical ﬁbers of principal direction x3 embedded in an
inﬁnite matrix. The cross-section of the concentric cylinders is
either circular or elliptic.
As described already by Jiang and Cheung (2001), in the partic-
ular case of far ﬁeld anti-plane shear or inplane electric ﬁeld, only
shear stresses and strains (r23, r13, e23, e13), and electric ﬁeld (E1,
E2) remain in the behavior formulation. By using the description
of the electroelastic modulus l by a fourth order matrix and the
strain-electric ﬁeld z by fourth order vectors, the coupled interac-
tion between the electric and mechanical variables 1 are expressed
by the following relations:
1¼ lzwith l¼
C44 0 0 e15
0 C44 e15 0
0 e15 j11 0
e15 0 0 j11
2
6664
3
7775; z¼
2e23
2e13
E1
E2
2
6664
3
7775 and 1¼
r23
r13
D1
D2
2
6664
3
7775
ð36Þ
Similar analysis as the one conducted in the previous part leads to
the following simpliﬁed relation between the strain-electric vector
of the homogeneous medium z0 and the averaged expressions of the
strain-electric vectors zI and zc describing, respectively, the inclu-
sion and the coating. The system of Eq. (34) leading to the solution
of the piezoelectric coated inclusion problem is simpliﬁed as:
VI
V2
ðI þ t2ðl0ÞDlIÞzI þ VcV2 ðI þ t
2ðl0ÞDlcÞzc ¼ z0
zc ¼ zI þ tcðlcÞDlIczI
(
ð37Þ
where DlI = lI  l0, Dlc = lc  l0, and DlIc = lI  lc. The electroelastic
Eshelby’s tensor t2 related to the composite inclusion V2 can be
expressed as t2(lc) = tc(lc) in the homothetic case.
The averaged strain-electric zI in the inclusion is related to the
strain-electric ﬁeld of the homogeneous medium surrounding the
coated ﬁber whose properties are those of the matrix:
zI ¼ ½fIðI þ t2ðlMÞðlI  lMÞÞ þ fcðI þ t2ðlMÞðlc  lMÞÞðI þ t2ðlcÞ
ðlI  lcÞÞ1zM: ð38Þ
The electroelastic Eshelby’s tensor t2(l*) ( =M or c) is simpliﬁed into
a fourth order matrix:
t2ðlÞ ¼ 1
C44j11 þ e152
j2j11 0 0 j2e15
0 j1j11 j1e15 0
0 j1e15 j1C44 0
j2e15 0 0 j2C44
2
6664
3
7775 ð39Þ
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shape factor b/a ratio of the principal axes of the ellipsoid along
x2 and x1, respectively, the poling direction being x3 : j1 ¼ aaþb and
j2 ¼ baþb.
3.2. Cylindrical coated inclusion
In the particular case of cylindrical inclusion, we have j1 =
j2 = 1/2. Expression (38) may be simpliﬁed as to express the strain
and the electric components eI23; E
I
2
 
in the inclusion as function
of one of the matrix eM23; E
M
2
 
:
2eI23
EI2
" #
¼AI 2e
M
23
EM2
" #
with AI ¼ fI I2þ t2c23ðlMÞDlIM
 
þ fc I2þ t2c23ðlMÞDlcM
 
I2þ t2c23ðlcÞDlIc
 h i1
ð40Þ
and
DlIM ¼ C
I
44  CM44 eI15  eM15
eI15  eM15 jI11 þ jM11
" #
;
DlcM ¼ C
c
44  CM44 ec15  eM15
ec15  eM15 jc11 þ jM11
" #
;
DlIc ¼ C
I
44  Cc44 eI15  ec15
eI15  ec15 jI11 þ jc11
" #
;
t2c23ðlÞ ¼
1
2 C44j11 þ e152
  j11 e15
e15 C44
 
for ð ¼ M; cÞ:
The electroelastic strain localization tensor AI relating eI23; E
I
2
 
to
eM23; E
M
2
 
is explicitly expressed as
AI ¼ 1
D
fID
MIþ fcðCMcBIcþDMcDIcÞ ðfIBMIþ fcðCMcAIcþDMcCIcÞÞ
ðfIBMIþ fcðAMcBIcþBMcDIcÞÞ fIAMIþ fcðAMcAIcþBMcCIcÞ
" #
ð41Þ
where
D ¼ ðfIAMI þ fcðAMcAIc þ BMcCIcÞÞðfIDMI þ fcðCMcBIc þ DMcDIcÞÞ
 ðfIBMI þ fcðCMcAIc þ DMcCIcÞÞðfIBMI þ fcðAMcBIc þ BMcDIcÞÞ
AMi ¼ 1þ
jM11 C
i
44  CM44
 
þ eM15 ei15  eM15
 
DM
0
@
1
A;
DMi ¼ 1þ e
M
15 e
i
15  eM15
  CM44 ji11 þ jM11 
DM
 !
AIc ¼ 1þ
jc11 C
I
44  Cc44
 
þ ec15 eI15  ec15
 
Dc
0
@
1
A
DIc ¼ 1þ e
c
15 e
I
15  ec15
  Cc44 jI11 þ jc11 
Dc
	 

BMi ¼ j
M
11e
i
15  ji11eM15
DM
; CMi ¼ e
M
15C
i
44  CM44ei15
DM
;
BIc ¼ j
c
11e
I
15  jI11ec15
Dc
; CIc ¼ e
c
15C
I
44  CM44eI15
Dc
DM ¼ 2 CM44jM11 þ eM15
2
 
; Dc ¼ 2 Cc44jc11 þ ec152
 
for i ¼ ðI; cÞ
We can identify our results with the expressions given by Jiang and
Cheung (2001) from their formulas (31)Jiang to (39)Jiang by replacing,
respectively, fI by (a/b)2 and fc by (1  (a/b)2) and by inverting their
subscripts describing the matrix and the coating (respectively, ‘C’
and ‘M’ in their notation), we have:AIC = P1(Jiang), BIC = P2(Jiang), CIC = P3(Jiang), DIC = P4(Jiang), Dc = D(Jiang)
and the expressions AIðJiangÞ and B
I
ðJiangÞ are, respectively, identiﬁed
with AI11 2eM23
  AI12EM2 and AI21 2eM23  AI22EM2 . These expressions
are compared to the expressions given by the double-inclusion
model (Hori and Nemat-Nasser (1993) applied to piezoelectric
composites. The electroelastic strain localization tensor AI(DI) relat-
ing eI23; E
I
2
 
to eM23; E
M
2
 
becomes AIðDIÞ ¼ 1
AMIDMIBMIBMI
DMI BMI
BMI AMI
 
; where AMi ¼ 1þ j
M
11 C
I
44CM44ð ÞþeM15 eI15eM15ð Þ
2 CM44j
M
11þeM15
2
 	 
;
BMI ¼ jM11eI15jI11eM15
2 CM44j
M
11þeM15
2
 , and DMi ¼ 1þ eM15 eI15eM15ð ÞCM44 jI11þjM11ð Þ
2 CM44j
M
11þeM15
2
 	 
which re-
veals to be different from AI given by (41).
3.3. Elliptic coated inclusion
Sudak (2003) analyzed the inﬂuence of an intermediate layer on
the stress electric concentrations inside an elliptic coated inclusion
under remote mechanical anti-plane shear and inplane electric
ﬁeld. By means of the complex variable method previously intro-
duced by Jiang and Cheung (2001), he retrieved that the stresses
were only determined by two complex potentials and proposed
simple formulae and numerical examples to illustrate the effect
of the layer.
The fourth order electroelastic concentration tensor may be
simpliﬁed into a two order one as the decoupling between the
strain and electric components along the x1 and x2 directions is al-
lowed: (2e23, E2), (2e13, E1). The two order electroelastic concen-
tration tensors only differ from the shape factors j1 and j2, for
i = (1, 2):
2eIi3
EIi
" #
¼ fI I2þtIei3ðlMÞDlIM
 
þ fc I2þtIei3ðlMÞDlcM
 
I2þtIei3ðlcÞDlIc
 h i1 2eMi3
EMi
" #
ð42Þ
with tIei3ðlÞ ¼ ji2 C44j11þe152ð Þ
j11 e15
e15 C44
 
for i = (1, 2) and  = (M, c).
Under remote loadings at the inﬁnity (rxz(1) = ryz (1) = 0,
Ex(1) = 0), Sudak (2003) determined the strain-electric ﬁeld inside
the cylindrical inclusion of an elliptic cross-section as function of
the relative thickness a of the interphase layer. He deﬁned a as
the ratio q21=q22 where q1 and q2 are the radii of the concentric cir-
cles issued from conformal mapping of the cross-section ellipsoids.
The electroelastic modulus of the inclusion are given by:
CI44 ¼ 25:4 GPa;eI15 ¼ 9:2 C=m2; kI11 ¼ 4:071 nC2=Nm2. The proper-
ties of the coating (c) and the matrix (M) are related to the
inclusion’s:
Cc44=C
I
44 ¼ 0:1; CM44=CI44 ¼ 0:5; kc11=kI11 ¼ 0:2; kM11=kI11 ¼ 3 and
eM15=e
I
15 ¼ 0:6 for all applications and the following characteristics
are treated: ðec15=eI15 ¼ 3; q21 ¼ 2Þ; ðec15=eI15 ¼ 3; q21 ¼ 2Þ, and
ðec15=eI15 ¼ 3; q21 ¼ 4Þ.
The inﬂuence of the layer thickness on the electric ﬁeld in the
inclusion can be studied in Fig. 2. Some slight differences of our re-
sults with the elliptic inclusions studied by Sudak (2003) can be ob-
served which may be attributed to the deﬁnition of the ellipsoids:
our model considers homothetic inclusions and Sudak assumes
ellipses of same foci. In the case of a homothetic deﬁnition of the
ellipses, the volume fraction of the coating is expressed as function
of the homothetic ratio k, whichmay be related to the previous ratio
by considering that k ¼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q41  1
 
=ða q41=a2  1
 Þq . For a relative
thickness a close to 1, the homothetic ratio k can be approached by
1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
. Under this hypothesis, the semimajor axes are close enough
to allow a comparison between our results to the one obtained by
Sudak (Fig. 2). All the smaller is the relative thickness, the greater
becomes the associated homothetic ration k, inducing a inadequacy
01
2
3
4
5
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
α
E 2
I /E
2M
Present model 
Sudak  (2003)
ρ12=2
ρ12=2
ρ12=2
ρ12=2
ρ12=4
ρ12=4
e15
I/e15M=-3 e15I/e15M=3 e15I/e15M=3
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Fig. 2. Inﬂuence of the layer on the electric ﬁeld in the inclusion.
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double-inclusion model shows an unsuitable electric ﬁeld
description.Table 1
Nye convention on the eijktensor.
ij or kl 11 22 33 32 or 23 31 or 13 21 or 12
p or q 1 2 3 4 5 64. Effective electroelastic properties of the composite with
coated reinforcements
4.1. Mori–Tanaka’s approach
We assume the material as being a mixture of the three phases.
The ﬁrst phase is constituted by several ellipsoidal inclusions with
electroelastic moduli LI. Each inclusion is surrounded by a thin
layer of another phase with electroelastic moduli Lc. The coated
inclusions are bonded to a matrix whose electroelastic moduli
are LM.
When this composite is subjected to homogeneous strain-elec-
tric boundary conditions U0M ¼ Z0Mnxn, it gives rise to internal strain
and stress electric in the composite, whose averages, over the rep-
resentative volume element, are denoted by Z and R, respectively,
so that:
ZMn ¼ 1V
Z
V
ZMnðrÞdV ; RiJ ¼ 1V
Z
V
RiJðrÞdV ð43Þ
These averages serve to deﬁne the effective electroelastic properties
Leff of a composite according to the relation:
RiJ ¼ LeffiJMnZMn ð44Þ
On the other hand, it can be written from the linearity of the prob-
lem that:
ZIMn ¼ AIMnKlZKl; ZcMn ¼ AcMnKlZKl ð45Þ
where AI and Ac are the electroelastic concentration tensors of the
inclusion and the coating, respectively. With the help of (43)–
(45), the following expression is obtained:
LeffiJKl ¼ LMiJKl þ fI LIiJMn  LMiJMn
 
AIMnKl þ fc LciJMn  LMiJMn
 
AcMnKl ð46Þ
where fI and fc denote the volume fraction of the inclusion and the
coating, respectively. It is seen that the determination of Leff re-
quires only the evaluation of AI and Ac.
Theses tensors are calculated by the Mori–Tanaka’s method
where a single coated inclusion is embedded in a matrix with
electroelastic behavior deﬁned by LM. Consequently, AI and Ac can
be deduced formally from Eq. (34) where L0 is replaced by LM, so
that:AIMnKl ¼
fI
fIþfc IKlMn þ fMT
2
iJKlðLMÞDLIiJMn
 
þ fcfIþfc IKlRsð
þfMT2iJKlðLMÞDLciJRs

IRsMn þ TciJRsðLcÞ LIiJMn  LciJMn
  
2
64
3
75
1
ð47Þ
AcMnKl ¼ IKlRs þ TciJKlðLcÞDLIciJRs
 h i
AIRsMn ð48Þ
withDLI = LI  LM, DLc = Lc  LM, and fM = 1  fI  fc the volume frac-
tion of the matrix.
For the sake of a better linking with the double-inclusion model
developed byHori andNemat-Nasser (1993), the electroelastic con-
centration tensors of the inclusion and the coating are expressed as
AIðDIÞMnKl¼ IKlMnþT2iJKlðLMÞDLIiJMn
 h i1
and AcðDIÞMnKl¼ IKlMnþTciJKlðLMÞDLIciJMn
 h i1
.
4.2. Applications
In this section, the proposed micromechanical model is applied
to composites made of glassy inclusions surrounded by a thin pie-
zoelectric layer embedded in a polymeric matrix. The volume frac-
tion of the interphase is a percentage of the inclusion volume
fraction and is represented by its normalized thickness Da/awhere
a is the inclusion radius in the isotropic plane. Ellipsoidal or cylin-
drical ﬁbers are analyzed through a shape factor deﬁned as the ra-
tio c/a where c is the third half axe of inclusion along the poling
direction x3.
The piezoelectric and polymeric phases are both transversely
isotropic. Only the piezoelectric medium presents permittivity
constants responsible for the electromechanical coupling. These
constants are denoted (e31, e33, e15) by using the Nye (1957) con-
vention: the index ij or kl in the tensor eijk are replaced by p or q
when ij or kl take values (1, 2, 3) and p or q assumes the values
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (see Table 1).
As experiences often deal with the constant d33, the calculation
of the tensor of third order dijk was conducted thanks the deﬁni-
tion: dijk ¼ eimnC1mnkl. These permittivity properties take into ac-
count the elasticity behavior though the denominator and the
elastic weakening ﬁnds expression by the increase of the constants
dijk. The constants for the piezoelectric medium PZT-7A and for the
epoxy matrix are provided in Table 2 by Huang (1995). The
characteristics of the glass of grade E are taken from Saint-Gobain
data.
4.2.1. Inﬂuence of the shape and thickness layer on the hybrid
composite
The ﬁrst numerical analysis reported in Fig. 3 deals with the
inﬂuence of the shape factor of the inclusions when piezoelectric
coating is considered. It is clearly shown that the evolution of the
piezoelectric constant deff33 presents the same overall tendency than
observed for the classical non-coated inclusions (Fakri et al., 2003).
As shown in their Fig. 3, the numerically predicted piezoelectric
constant deff33 is strongly inﬂuenced by the reinforcement shape
(from cylindrical ﬁbers c/a = 100 to ellipsoidal c/a = 10 or spherical
inclusions c/a = 1). Connections with the results obtained with the
double-inclusion model are also presented in Fig. 4 for the case of
continuous ﬁbers (c/a = 100). A good agreement of both models for
the predictions of the equivalent constant deff33 is obtained whatever
the thickness of the coating is chosen. However, the double-inclu-
sion model underestimate the equivalent constant deff33 when ellip-
soidal or spherical inclusions are considered. This unexpected
Table 2
Electroelastic materials properties.
C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C13 (GPa) C33 (GPa) C44 (GPa) e31 (C/m2) e33 (C/m2) e15 (C/m2) j11/j0 j33/j 0
PZT-7A 148 76.2 74.2 131 25.4 2.1 9.5 9.2 460 235
Epoxy 8.0 4.4 4.4 8.0 1.8 0 0 0 4.2 4.2
Glass 88.8 29.6 29.6 88.8 29.6 0 0 0 6.4 6.4
With j0 = 8.85  1012 (C2/V m2).
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Fig. 4. Inﬂuence of the coating thickness of PZT-7A on effective piezoelectric
modulus deff33 of PZT-7A continuous ﬁbers.
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Fig. 3. Inﬂuence of the shape of the coated inclusion on the effective piezoelectric
modulus deff33 of PZT-7A continuous ﬁbers ellipsoids (c/a = 100,c/a = 10) and particles
(c/a = 1).
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and Nemat-Nasser’s generalization from the local eigen-ﬁeld to
the average eigen-ﬁeld for each phase. The double-inclusion model
is exact when the deformation and electric ﬁelds are uniform with-
in the coating. As the piezoelectric composites are made of matrix
and core whose electroelastic properties are far different from
those of the coating, the deformation and electric ﬁelds are highly
heterogeneous within the coating and are treated as some in this
work.
Another comparison has been drawn in Fig. 5 from a two-
dimensional ﬁnite element analysis (FEA) carried out by Beckert
et al. (2001) for similar hybrid composites (the constants used by
Becker are provided in Table 3). Under the assumption of a descrip-Table 3
Electroelastic materials properties from Beckert et al. (2001).
C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C13 (GPa) C33 (GPa) C44 (
PZT-Bekert 76 30 13 47 23
Epoxy 4 1.7 1.7 4 1.1
Glass 94 40.4 40.3 94 27
With j0 = 8.85  1012 (C2/V m2).tion of the glassy ﬁbers and the polymeric medium by only the
Young modulus and the Poisson ratio, the equivalent constant
deff33 appears in a good concordance for the continuous ﬁbers
(c/a = 100) of layer thickness D a/a = 10% (Fig. 5).
4.2.2. Improvement of the effective piezoelectric modulus
A comparison between hybrid glassy piezoelectric core and
pure piezoelectric inclusion (designated as ‘PZT inclusion’) both
embedded in an epoxy matrix is conducted in Fig. 6 when consid-
ering the same volume of piezoelectric material. The relative evo-
lution of the ratio of the effective properties deff33 is drawn for
normalized thickness Da/a variations spread over 2–10%. An
improvement of the effective properties attaining 20% may be ob-
tained when the relative thickness is taken above 10% for volume
inclusion smaller than 55%. These results are coherent with the
observations reported by Torah et al. (2004) who found that the
highest values of d33 were obtained from PZT powder with 10%
glass which may be assumed to present spherical shape. They ob-
served experimentally that the constant d33 was improved up to
15% with use of a polymer top electrode. The presence of an inac-
tive core allows an improvement of mechanical properties: appli-
cation of comparable electric ﬁeld to both hybrid and bulk
composites causes higher deformation and interfacial stresses in
the bulk composites. As a consequence, the efﬁciency of the hybrid
composites described also by the constant d33 results from a com-
promise between the piezoelectric properties of the coating and
the mechanical support provided by the core.GPa) e31 (C/m2) e33 (C/m2) e15 (C/m2) j11/j0 j33/j0
20 24 0 3580 3800
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
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Fig. 6. Improvement of the effective piezoelectric modulus deff33 of PZT-7A glass
coated particles upon bulk particles.
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We obtain the effective electroelastic properties of a piezoelec-
tric composite reinforced by coated inclusions in the general case
of anisotropic materials and ellipsoidal inclusions with non-homo-
thetic topology. Moreover, it is worthnoting that the solution of the
piezoelectric coated inclusion problem is only based on the classi-
cal Eshelby’s electroelastic tensors introduced by Wang and Dunn
and Taya. Jiang and Cheung’s analytical exact results and Sudak’s
numeric estimations are retrieved for particular cases of isotropic
behavior and ellipsoidal inclusions.
The micromechanical model is applied to particular coated
inclusions in inﬁnite non-piezoelectric matrix: piezoelectric layer
surrounding a glassy core. The inﬂuence of the volume fraction,
shape and behavior of the reinforcements is analyzed. Some com-
parisons with two-phase models and simpliﬁed three-phase mod-
els are successfully conducted. For particular volume fraction of
the reinforcements, a global improvement of the electroelastic
properties is found in comparison with the composite made of sim-
ilar PZT volume fraction.Appendix A. Determination of the tensor Tc
We consider an inﬁnitely extended material with the electro-
elastic moduli L* containing an ellipsoidal inclusion of volume VI
with the electroelastic moduli LI.
From the classical results in the literature (Wang, 1992; Dunn
and Taya, 1993; Fakri et al., 2003), the strain-electric ﬁeld is given
by:
ZKlðrÞ ¼ Z0Kl 
Z
V 0I
CiJKlðr  r0ÞDLIiJMnZIMndV 0 ðA-1Þ
where ZI is the uniform strain-electric ﬁeld inside the inclusion, C*
the modiﬁed Green tensor of the reference medium of electroelastic
moduli L* and DLIiJMn ¼ LIiJMn  LiJMn.
The electroelastic strain-electric ﬁeld Z(r+) is deﬁned by the
value Z(r) where r approaches the interface from the outside of
the inclusion:
ZKlðrþÞ ¼ Z0Kl 
Z
V 0I
CiJKlðrþ  r0ÞDLIiJMnZIMndV 0 ðA-2Þ
Similarly, we deﬁne the strain ﬁelds Z(r) in the inclusions as:
ZKlðrÞ ¼ Z0Kl 
Z
V 0I
CiJKlðr  r0ÞDLIiJMnZIMndV 0 ðA-3Þ
Since r 2 V 0I;
R
V 0I
CiJKlðr  r0Þdr0 ¼ TIiJKl is uniform, so that:ZKlðrÞ ¼ ZIKl ¼ Z0Kl  TIiJKlðLÞDLIiJMnZIMn ðA-4Þ
From (A-2) and (A-4), we have for the strain-electric jump:
ZKlðrþÞ  ZIKl ¼ TIiJKlðLÞ 
Z
V 0I
CiJKlðrþ  r0ÞdV 0
" #
DLIiJMnZ
I
Mn ðA-5Þ
On the other hand, Z(r+) and Z(r) can be linked by using the elec-
troelastic interfacial operator (see Eq. (30)), so that:
ZþKlðrþÞ  ZKlðrÞ ¼ PKliJðL; nÞDLIiJMnZMn ðA-6Þ
We deduce from (A-4) and (A-6) that:
PiJKlðL;nÞ ¼ TIiJKlðLÞ 
Z
V 0I
CiJKlðrþ  r0ÞdV 0 ðA-7Þ
When (A-7) is integrated over the volume Vc, we obtain:Z
Vc
PiJKlðL;nÞdV ¼ VcTIiJKlðLÞ 
Z
Vc
Z
V 0I
CiJKlðrþ  r0ÞdV 0dV ðA-8Þ
Using the fact that Vc = V2  VI, the term
R
Vc
R
V 0I
CiJKlðrþ  r0ÞdV 0dV
can be decomposed as follows:Z
Vc
Z
V 0I
CiJKlðrþ  r0ÞdV 0dV ¼
Z
V2
Z
V 0I
CiJKlðrþ  r0ÞdV 0dV

Z
VI
Z
V 0I
CiJKlðr  r0ÞdV 0dV ðA-9Þ
According to the results concerning the uniformity ofR
V 0I
CiJKlðr  r0ÞdV 0 for an ellipsoidal inclusion (Wang, 1992; Dunn
and Taya, 1993), it can be easily proved that:Z
V2
CiJKlðrþ  r0ÞdV ¼ T2iJKlðLÞ;
Z
VI
CiJKlðr  r0ÞdV ¼ TIiJKlðLÞ
ðA-10Þ
The tensors T2(L*) and TI(L*) are deﬁned as Eshelby’s electroelastic
tensors. TI(L*) depends on the geometry of the inclusion through
the half axis ratios ai/aj with (i – j), while T2(L*) depends on the
geometry of the composite inclusion (ai + Dai)/(aj + Daj) with
(i– j). In the case of homothetic topology where Dai/ai = Daj/aj:
T2(L*) = TI(L*).
In the non-homothetic case, we obtain with the help of the re-
sults (A-9) and (A-10):Z
Vc
PiJKlðL;nÞdV ¼ VcTIiJKlðLÞ  VI T2iJKlðLÞ  TIiJKlðLÞ
 
ðA-11Þ
Finally, the tensor Tc deﬁned by (33) is given by:
TciJKlðLcÞ ¼ TIiJKlðLcÞ 
VI
Vc
T2iJKlðLcÞ  TIiJKlðLcÞ
 
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